Terminal repeats in long repeat arrays are likely to reflect the early evolution of Balbiani ring genes.
Balbiani ring (BR) genes in Chironomus tentans are 35 to 40 kb (1 kb = 10(3) bases or basepairs) in length and encode secretory proteins of exceptional size. Each gene contains a large homogeneous core block consisting of approximately 100 tandemly arranged, highly homologous repeat units. The repeat unit has a constant (C) region and a subrepeat (SR) region. The various BR genes exhibit similar C regions, while the SR regions differ as to sequence, length and number of subrepeats. To study early steps in the evolution of the coding repeat arrays of the BR genes we have analyzed the 3' ends of the four BR genes in C. tentans: BR1, BR2.1, BR2.2 and BR6. In each gene the very end of the core block consists of two or three repeat unit variants; in each variant repeat the C region is linked to a Cys region, replacing the SR region. Sequence comparisons between the C regions of the closely related BR1 and BR2 genes show that during evolution the terminal repeat unit variants have to a large extent been isolated from the remainder of the core block and have probably been more conserved than the interior repeat units. Detailed analysis of the structure of the variant repeat units further supports this latter notion and suggests that the BR core blocks have evolved from an array of a simple 36 base-pair long sequence; larger, more complex repeat units containing subrepeats were gradually formed and spread in the block, mainly by homologous unequal recombination events. During this evolution the interior of the core blocks evolved as a homogeneous repetitive structure, while ancestor repeat units remained as sequence relicts in the terminal parts.